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Motivation

● Portability: targets CPUs, GPUs from Nvidia, Intel, AMD and other hardware e.g. 
FPGAs

● Observed minimal overhead between native CUDA implementations and SYCL 
using cuda backend - advertised in different talks

● Most CUDA concepts map 1:1 with SYCL nd_range kernel execution model
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Seeding algorithm structure
Kernel steps:

➢ Count compatible bottom and top spacepoints 
for every middle spacepoint

➢ Find the compatible doublets and add them in 
the container, in sorted order

➢ Count the compatible triplets for every 
middle-bottom doublet

➢ Find the compatible triplets and place them in the 
container, in sorted order

➢ For every triplet, iterate over other triplets with 
the same middle-bottom doublets to update its 
weight based on the number of compatible 
triplets

➢ Select seeds based on the experiment dependent 
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Mapping to SYCL

Invoking the kernel 
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Invoking the kernel

Doublet Finding example
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CUDA

SYCL
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Doublet Finding example
Shared Memory vs Local 
Memory

CUDA

SYCL
Inside the doublet finding kernel
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Doublet Finding example

Kernel definition

CUDA

SYCL

 



Key changes

Work group reductions in the local memory (3 approaches):

1. SYCL 2020 reduce_over_group algorithm

2. Using inter-thread operations i.e shift_group_left()

And the one that actually works… 
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Key changes

3. Simple for loop

Doesn’t seem to decrease the performance in any significant way (on the Cuda backend)
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Key changes
Atomic operations

● Handled by vecmem::atomic object

Memory management

● Vecmem made it very easy to switch to SYCL…
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Results…
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…and Issues

● The SYCL seeding algorithm successfully runs the tests on NVIDIA cards when 
compiled for CUDA backend with the Intel’s open source llvm compiler.

Running seeding_example test, on 
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2060

SYCL CUDA
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and Issues…

● The code doesn’t give 100% correct results when run on an Intel platform - we 
narrowed the Issue down to the seed selecting kernel

All kernels run on the Integrated GPU Seed selecting being run on the CPU
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Next steps

● Identify the problem with running the Seed selecting kernel on the Intel devices

● Make the code more portable - choosing the sizes of kernel grid based on the 
device’s capabilities

● Try running the code on an AMD gpu

● Search for bottlenecks in the code when run on other platforms 
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